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I've Moved!I've Moved!I've Moved!I've Moved!I've Moved!

North Andover

PREFACE: The
following excerpted
speech, attacking School
Committee Member
Charles Ormsby and
slurring the North
Andover Taxpayers
Association, was
presented at the August
8th meeting of the North
Andover School
Committee by its
chairman, Al Perry. It was

delivered without the courtesy of any warning.

Mr. Perry’s excerpted attack, in standard font below, was
transcribed directly from a videotape of the meeting.
Inserted comments [In square brackets and in bold font]
are Dr. Ormsby’s response. The full, unexpurgated attack
and full response is available for viewing at
www.ValleyPatriot.com.

Mr. Perry: … There have been some major
misconceptions that have cast some really dark shadows
over how this School Committee does its business.
According to our handbook, a School Committee person
… our job is to advocate for the schools and to advocate
for our children. [This is false. Policy 6103: LEGAL
STATUS reads, “The School Committee of North Andover
is responsible to the people of the Town of North Andover
and to the State Board of Education for the conduct of the
school system.” We are elected by the voters of North
Andover to oversee the operation of the public schools.
This means that we are responsible to them — and
especially the children — for ensuring that we maximize
the educational opportunities we provide, given the
resources provided by the taxpayers. In the process, we
owe the taxpayers and voters an honest assessment of the
impact of funding levels on the opportunities we are able to
provide. We are not charged with being advocates for one
part of the community at the expense of other members of
the community. It is just this “we versus them” attitude
that has divided North Andover and which Mr. Perry
epitomizes.]  This is what our School Committee tried to do
when we tried to put out that  “level services budget.”

I need to review some of the recent events that have
taken place along the way to this $2.75 million in budget
cuts. This committee worked very, very hard and they
worked two times a week for months trying to go over what
the budget was going to be before the town meeting. …
Anybody who says that we didn’t have a clear budget, or
a budget that they could understand, was not paying
attention to the process. [It is generally conceded by those
of all political stripes that understanding our school budget
is very difficult and that difficulty is exacerbated by both
the budget’s complex structure and the often nonsensical
– and sometimes illegal – assignment of expenses across
budget line items. The problem is so bad, we hired an
accounting firm to try to straighten things out. You can

pay a lot of attention and still be very confused.] The impact
of each one of these cuts was openly discussed, and
reviewed by our administrators several times. [Mr. Perry
dodges the real issue: the projected impacts are
exaggerated precisely because it is in the interest of the
school department, when it is in a budget battle, to overstate
the pain and suffering which will occur if more money is
not forthcoming. My sin was in trying to avoid this tendency
and give the voters of North Andover an honest assessment
of the best we can do given any particular funding level.]

The town meeting on July 10th closed the doors on what
the schools gonna (sic) receive for monies. The people in
North Andover were left with the impression that night
that there was going to be additional monies to save some
teachers and that the schools would be fine. [I never said
we’d be fine. This was not my position. In fact, I have
published articles indicating that our schools are in a
budget crisis – E.g., “The Four Horsemen of the
Apocalypse,” February 2006 issue of The Valley Patriot
on-line at www.valleypatriot.com. My plan to save classroom
teachers required other cuts that are painful. The key is
that my suggested cuts are less painful than the teacher
cuts advertised by the administration and other members
of the School Committee. My suggested cuts don’t raise
class sizes, don’t cut course options, don’t eliminate music
or the arts, etc. In short, they aren’t nearly as scary and
therefore are less suitable to waging a budget battle. I
guess that is where I missed the “advocacy” bandwagon.]

They did vote down the TBB budget as there was an
impression left that the School Committee could go back to
work and we could still save plenty of teachers. Well, this
information was inaccurate and it was disingenuous at best.

Tommy Duggan asked Chuck Ormsby that night … if
Chuck’s plan … could be implemented and save teachers.
And Chuck responded to Tommy, “Yes, that plan can
work.” [With some minor exceptions, it could have.]

Well, we aren’t all right. The reason that we are not all
right is because this plan that was left out there with the
impression, and I’ve got a lot of e-mails saying we need to
get back to having a School Committee meeting and please
let’s talk about Chuck’s plan so we can implement these
changes that were discussed at the Town Meeting. Well,
these monies were already in place? No, they are not
available. [Al seems to be confused. My plan was to save
classroom teachers based on some extra revenues/savings
and alternative cuts. These alternative cuts are painful,
but they are less painful than cutting classroom teachers.
Why does Mr. Perry have such difficulty with this concept?
For the most part, it wasn’t “monies in place,” it was
“alternative cuts” that were available to us. Any
misunderstanding by the public was caused by the fact
that all the energies of the School Committee and TUFF
were devoted to making the case for trash fees by sticking
to the story that, if the trash fees didn’t pass, 28 teachers
would be cut.]

I just want to go down through some of the list here
(Chuck’s revenue/savings
and alternative cut list) and,
you know, review some of
the things because they’re
just not stuff that we can
bring back.

There was $380 thousand
dollars (to be shifted from
the municipal budget to the
school department), and
Chuck made a proposal in
front of the Town Meeting
… He needed to go to some
of his friends and say, “Hey,
this is something we need
your support on. We need
to be able to split some of
the pain with the town side.”
Well, the $380,000 did not
come. Its not coming and
therefore we saved no
teachers on that amount.
[The issue was sharing the
needed budget cuts in equal
proportion with the
municipal side, and that is
the case I made as forcefully
as I knew how. It should be
noted that no other member

of the School Committee
bothered to speak in
favor of this amendment.
Why not?]

The next amount on
the thing was the
additional Chapter 70
funding. We did get
$130,000 of that extra
money, but that was
money that had been
processed and talked
about and we had
counted on having that in, and it did save some teachers
there. That $130,000 was a blessing.  [So you are saying
that I was correct about the $130K in extra Chapter 70
funding? By the way, the Cherry Sheet showing that we
would receive this extra funding was issued on June 30th

… 10 days BEFORE the Special Town Meeting. So Al, did
you reduce the cuts that were presented to Town Meeting
based on this extra funding, OR did you just continue to
proclaim the cuts as if this extra funding wasn’t coming?
In any case, 3 teachers were saved.]

The health costs …  We’ve lost over 40 positions in the
two rounds of cuts that we have had. It makes sense that
there are going to be health cost savings somewhere, but
the only way those savings can ever be implemented is for
town meeting to be arranged by our selectmen and our
Finance Committee. … [Amazingly, Mr. Perry was so
uninterested in realizing whatever health insurance
savings might exist, that he and the administration took
over a month after the Special Town meeting to provide the
town a list of retirements, resignations, and position cuts
sufficient to determine what benefit savings could be
expected. In fact, this information was only sent after I
made repeated requests. If this had been done promptly, a
non-controversial town meeting could be called and funds
transferred from the employee benefits account to both
the school and municipal budgets in time for avoiding
additional teacher cuts. See unexpurgated response for
an extended discussion of the situation regarding health
benefit savings.]

What about the assistant principal at the North Andover
Middle School? Chuck has advocated several times to cut
that. Well, we voted 4 to 1 to keep it. We’ve heard all the
stories why. All I need to hear is,  “It’s a safety issue.” … …
[If they don’t support my plan for alternative cuts, the plan
can’t save teachers. Their lack of support for this cut cost
our students two teachers. Note regarding safety: our
Middle School is not an inner city school and it is located
within ¼ mile of our police station. Enough said.]

I’ve heard about the Assistant Superintendent. We got a
$31 million budget, and I just can’t imagine running this
school system without an Assistant Superintendent. … [If
they don’t support my plan, it can’t save teachers. Their
lack of support for this cut cost our students 3 more
teachers.]

… in our second round of cuts we took a secretary at
central office, … Those things were already done.  [Yes,
and I only counted, correctly, the additional secretarial
cut that I suggested in the central office.]

The lunch attendants. I was going to talk about the 19 of
the 20 (being) part time and we don’t get any savings, but
Barbara already beat me to the punch. [Yes, the lunch
attendants are largely part time, but healthcare savings
elsewhere in the lunch program have in fact been realized
based on information provided at the meeting. The
committee refused to translate these to teaching positions
by refusing to discuss or vote on my motion to restore
approximately $500,000 for teacher salaries. Up to $100K
of this – approximately 2.5 teachers – would potentially
come from these lunch program health savings. Al, if you
don’t want to use these funds to restore teachers, don’t,
but don’t fault me.]

…Chuck, you saved no teacher positions over here but
you left the impression at town meeting that if we voted for
your position here, that we would save jobs.

[No teachers saved? So far, I count 11 or 12 teachers that
were either saved or available to be saved if the Committee
had voted to do so. But Mr. Perry did not list all the cuts I
suggested.  He failed to mention elimination of the personnel

Al Perry’s Sneak Attack and Dr. Ormsby’s Response
North Andover School Committee Chairman Al Perry and Committeeman Dr. Charles Ormsby

Continued on Page 18
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Let Accurate Paternity Testing of Massachusetts help you resolve these issues

North Andover
Everything is Fine in Mayberry R.F.D.

Ted Tripp is an International Consultant in high-
tech manufacturing methods. He has BS and
MS degrees in Chemical Engineering from MIT.
You can reach him at tripp@gis.net.

Ted Tripp

101 Amesbury Street, Suite 400 * Lawrence, MA 01840
For more information visit us on the web at www.whatsinyourgenes.net

Call 978-659-0086 to coordinate your test with one of our friendly Case Managers

* Paternity Testing Legal or Piece of Mind

* Home Self Collection

* Motherless

* Social Security

* Child Support

* Adoption

Fast * Painless * Affordable * Confidential

“What’s in your genes”?

* Immigration DNA Testing

* Twin Testing

*Prenatal Testing

*Forensic Analysis

* Infidelity Testing

*Semen Detection

Accurate Paternity Testing of Massachusetts

Now that the summer is over, I am pleased to report that
everything is just fine in the town
of Mayberry, here in the
Merrimack Valley.

Mayberry, as you may recall,
was that sleepy little town in
North Carolina made famous in
the 1960’s comedy called The
Andy Griffith Show. It was here
that Sheriff Andy Taylor and his
bumbling deputy Barney Fife
oversaw the normal “goings-on”
in their community where the

worst crime might be somebody fishing out of season.

In recent years, some officials have described the town
of North Andover as more similar to Mayberry R.F.D. than
nearby larger communities that constantly demand more
government services and higher taxes to solve all their
problems.

 They point out, for example, that North Andover doesn’t
have a major crime problem, house fires are rare occurrences
and the schools do a relatively good job at educating the
town’s children. Simply put, life is good.

Pride in a community is important. This past summer, it
was great to see the North Andover School Committee
meeting twice a week and finally finding creative ways to
save all of the teaching positions that were threatened in
the spring. At one point early in the year over a hundred
school employees were notified that they may lose their
jobs if the school budget was not increased by millions of
dollars. It was just nice to have everybody pull together to
save these jobs to the benefit of our town.

Oh, wait... What am I saying? That didn’t happen. What
was I thinking? In fact, the School Committee only met
once during the summer and then only because Chairman
Al Perry received more than 100 e-mails from angry parents
demanding that a meeting take place. And at that meeting
the committee refused to once again revisit a proposal from

Dr. Chuck Ormsby to save dozens of teaching positions by
cutting more administrators and utilizing health care savings
from those let go earlier. One came away with the impression
that the committee was intentionally trying to punish the
community - and by extension, the children - because voters
would not pass a $1.5 million trash fee at the July 10th special
town meeting.

These financial and personnel
problems were largely caused by
School Committee members Al
Perry, Tim Pybus and Bill Kelly
signing a three-year teachers
contract in May of 2005 that they
knew the town could not afford.
Only School Committee member
Ormsby and Selectman Jim Xenakis
(representing the Board of Selectmen)
had the sense to vote against the
agreement because they realized it was
detrimental to the community.

Even though some teaching positions were lost,
I must say it was still great to see the school department
finally set up a financial reporting system that would enable
it to track how well it was adhering to the budget on a
month-by-month basis. Since early last spring, parent Ed
Maguire - who is the General Manager of a local high-tech
company – and others had been pushing the school
department to set up an easily understood financial system
to track major expenditures. Maguire even provided a
sample spreadsheet the schools could use. He made it clear
that a $30 million entity like the North Andover schools
needs to know how it’s performing on a monthly basis and
be able to show real-time financial data to the School
Committee and the general public. Any private company,
of course, would be required to do this by its board of
directors.

Uh… Sorry. This didn’t happen either! How can I be
wrong again? The School Committee and school department

have not yet adopted any kind of monthly financial reporting
system. At the single School Committee meeting this
summer, Director of Management Support Services Paul
Szymanski explained that the school department was still
looking into what kind of software to use. He hoped to
have a recommendation for the committee’s September
meeting.

Precious time has been lost in this critical
ability of the schools to follow and control their
spending problems. If such a system had been
in place last year, perhaps the school lunch
program would not have lost a surprising
$500,000 before anybody realized it was out of
control.

Finally, I am pleased to acknowledge how
great it was to see 2959 voters show up at the
July 10th special town meeting to decide if the
town should adopt a $1.5 million trash fee with
the bulk of the money going to the schools.

That represented 17.5 percent of the town’s
registered voters, an extraordinary number of citizens who
tolerated the oppressive heat that night to send a message
to town leaders. They voted 57 percent to 43 percent against
the trash fee/tax and suggested the schools try to regain
some credibility before asking for more money.

This last item did indeed happen, I am delighted to report.
The event was a great testament to our New England town
meeting form of government and an impressive example of
“People Power.”

Mayberry’s Andy, Barney and Aunt Bea would have been
proud of how the folks of North Andover showed up to
represent their town on July 10th.

Dedication of
Vietnam Fallen

Heroes Memorial
Saturday, Sept. 23

Behind North Andover High School

Includes:

* Flyover by Air Force jets

* 50-motorcycle escort

* Limousine for guests of honor

* Active duty honor guard

Paid for by the Committee to Elect Lawrence “Lonnie” Brennan

www.lonniebrennan.com

9 Hamilton Terrace, Georgetown, MA 01833 Rachel Crateau - Treasurer

Family, Faith & Community

18th Essex

ELECT LAWRENCE “LONNIE”

State Rep.

Representation, Plain & Simple

NOV. 7th
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“A Campaign for Proficiency for ALL”

SCHOOL
TRANSFORMATION

Leadership
& School
Culture

Coherent
Curriculum

Instructional
Practices

Assessment
& Accountability

Professional
Development

Student
Support
Services

Family/
Community

Engagement

The “7” Essential Elements

of School Transformation

Lawrence Public Schools

Embraces

“A Campaign for Prof iciency for ALL”

School Committee  :  Mayor Michael J. Sullivan - Chairperson • Amy C. McGovern - Vice Chair
   Patricia C. Reyes • Gregory W. Morris  • Martina Cruz • Omaira Mejia • James Vittorioso
           
         Dr. Wilfredo T. Laboy- Superintendent
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Jim Rurak is a professor at Boston College
and is the former mayor of Haverhill.
Email your comments or questions to
Jim Rurak at JARandKAS@comcast.net.

the World Trade Center. Along with
hundreds of other FDNY firefighters he
raced to the scene. About to head into the
North Tower, he stopped as United Airlines
Flight 175 slammed into the South Tower.
He rushed into the South Tower with his
colleague Jimmy Devery. At the 50th floor
Fire Marshall Devery, out of breath, came
upon a woman who was badly burnt and
needed his assistance to get out. He called
up to Bucca who was a few stairwells above
him, urging Bucca to come down with him.
Bucca responded that he could hear people
screaming for help above and so he
continued his rapid climb. Only two men
reached the seventy-eighth floor of the
South Tower that day. Fire Marshall Bucca
and Battalion Chief Oriole Palmer.

The scene on the 78th floor was a
holocaust. Over a hundred people laid dead
and dozens of others were horrifically
injured and in their last moments. Bucca and
Palmer located a standpipe with sufficient
pressure to start fighting the fire and
attempted to provide some cover for those
people, mothers and fathers, sons and
daughters, who were still clinging to life.
Radio transmissions indicate that Bucca
took off his flame-retardant turnout coat to
cover some of the people still alive.

At 10:05am, as Bucca and Palmer
protected people from fire on the 78th floor,
the South Tower collapsed. It would be over
a month later, on October 23rd when Fire
Marshall Ronnie Bucca’s body was
recovered inside the wreckage of what was
the South Tower. At his memorial service,
his children wrote, “He was a Fireman, a
Soldier, a Nurse, an Adventurer, but most of
all he was one our best friends and an
incredible Dad. We love him tremendously
and our hearts are broken at the thought
that he is not here with us…but wherever
we go…he is part of us.”

And part of us all. Fire Marshall Ronald
‘Ronnie’ Bucca. American Hero.

Lawrence

Lawrence Planning Director Michael R. Sweeney

Planning for
Our Future

AMERICAN HERO

Michael Sweeney is the planning
director for the city of Lawrence, a
former member of the Lawrence City
Council and School Committee.  You
can e-mail Mr. Sweeney at
Esqsweeney @aol.com.

We will soon mark the fifth year since
September 11th, 2001. The immediate events
of that day overwhelmed and still haunt
many people. It was a day layered with
tragedy as thousands of innocent
Americans were murdered by fanatic and
evil, Islamic fundamentalists. We should all
pause a moment this week to think of those
who lost their lives and about the loss we
all suffered when brave, American heroes
like New York Fire Marshall Ronald
“Ronnie” Bucca were murdered.

Ronnie Bucca was the American dream.
Born to a poor but proud family, he grew up
in the Woodside Projects in Queens. He
served in Vietnam as a gunner on a
helicopter with the Green Berets and
continued to serve as a reservist in the U.S
Army’s 242nd Military Intelligence Battalion
as a First Sergeant. Joining the New York
Fire Department in 1977, Ronnie Bucca
approached the job as he did everything in
his life, with full dedication.

In the FDNY he served in the elite Rescue
One, Manhattan Unit. Of the 11,000
firefighters in NYC, only twenty-five
positions where available in the Manhattan
Rescue One Unit, everyone wanted to be
there, Bucca was. His firefighting brothers
called him “the flying fireman” because in
1986, while trying to help a brother
firefighter who was trapped on the 5th floor
of an inferno in Harlem, Bucca slipped on
broken glass and fell over the edge of a fire
escape five floors down, landing on his back.
He broke a knee and the first lumbar vertera
in his back. Doctors thought he would walk
with a cane for the rest of his life. He could
have retired with seventy-five percentage
of his pension tax free. Not Ronnie Bucca, a
year later he re-qualified on a vigorous
training course to get back into Rescue One.

On his helmet Ronnie also carried pictures
of his wife Eve and his two children Jessica
and Ronald. In 1989 and 1990 he was
awarded medals for his bravery as a member
of Rescue One; rescuing a young girl from
a severe fire in 1989 when she was moments
from a horrible death. He became a Fire
Marshall in the FDNY’s Bureau of Fire
Investigation in 1991 and investigated the
bombing of the World Trade Centers in 1993.

On the morning of September 11th, 2001
he was on duty when American Airlines
Flight 11 rocketed into the North Tower of

two heads is called a monster. Perhaps that
explains all the threats, but this must be
fixed. The mayor and chief must issue a joint
statement that they now have all the
information they need from the school
superintendent so as to complete the
investigation! The chief needs to back off
from the investigation and let his senior
detective run it. Up to this point he seems
deeply involved. A grand jury threat is
hardly shouted from one not involved in an
investigation!

 Lastly, while the Department of Education
(DOE) entered this case like a lion, it left like
a lamb. It praised Dr. Buchanan’s report, then
it simply sent it back to Haverhill and in
effect said, “Good luck investigating the
theft.” If the DOE thought there was a theft,
why didn’t it refer the matter to the attorney
general? Haverhill could have been saved
all the rancor and suspicions. And, most of
all, the DOE would have demonstrated due
concern for what in fact is its property. The
test belongs to the DOE! Earlier DOE claims

put potential damages for the security breach
in the thousands of dollars. This amounts to
grand larceny. Once the local investigation
is complete, the DOE needs to comment on
the findings and charges (if any). And it
needs to endorse the new security measures
Haverhill adopts, or, instruct the school
system how to protect DOE property.

 The public has a right to be concerned
until these things are done: 1.) Assure us
that the MCAS test was not released to help
students prep, and prosecute whomever
released it; 2.) Implementation of new
security measures to make this episode
virtually unrepeatable; 3.) The mayor and
chief speak with one voice as leaders not
bullies; 4.) The DOE shows due concern for
its own property and the integrity of its own
test. ‘Twere best these things were done
quickly!

Rurak: From Page 5

Lawrence
on the Move

Lawrence
on the Move

Mayor Michael J. Sullivan

This month I would like to highlight a
great project that is going to help transform
Lawrence into a more prosperous city. This
terrific multi-million dollar project is on time
and on budget and is already 90% complete.
No, I’m not referring to the new Lawrence
High School, I’m referring to the new
Lawrence water treatment plant.

This state-of-the-art facility is the first one
in over 70 years and will almost double the
capacity for Lawrence to produce clear,
potable water. It will truly benefit everyone
who lives, works and visits the city of
Lawrence.

This multi-
barrier filter
system employs
the latest in water
p u r i f i c a t i o n
t e c h n o l o g y ,
i n c l u d i n g
ultraviolet light,
which will cut
down on some of
the chemicals
that have to be
added to the water. This will lend itself to
cleaner, safer and better tasting drinking
water.

Another great feature of this new plant is
its ability to produce up to 16 million gallons
of water per day. With the city of Lawrence
having an average usage of eight or nine
million gallons of water per day, this will
allow for some anticipated growth in our
huge mill buildings without having to worry
about whether or not the water supply can
sustain expansion throughout the city. This
is a great advantage for the city’s ability to
expand our community development.

Also, with a raw water source like the
mighty Merrimack River, we can even sell
water to our neighboring communities or
tanker trucks in time of drought or if their
supply should become polluted.

This project was many years in the making
and I’m proud to say it is another milestone
for the city and the Sullivan administration.
It took a lot of hard work and many people
working together to get this accomplished.

The funding for this project is a loan from
the Commonwealth of Massachusetts’
revolving trust fund which lends money to

On the Move with Cleaner Water:
Lawrence’s New Water Treatment Plant

Lawrence Mayor Mike Sullivan is
in his second term and can be
reached at sull33@aol.com.

Photo Courtesy:  City of Lawrence

The New $32 Million Water Treatment Plant on Water
Street in Lawrence will expand water capacity.

With the new metering system, the
city will be able to read meters
without intruding on people to
enter their homes. This saves time
and money, but more importantly it
will prevent some of the fraud that
occurs when criminals pretend to
be meter readers to gain access to
the homes of our most vulnerable
residents.

cities and towns at a bargain basement rate
of 2 1/2% interest. This project was so
important to them, that they lifted the cap
of $6 million and lent the city of Lawrence
$32.5 million in order to live up to the
consent order we signed with the
Department of Environmental Protection
(DEP).  This consent order is almost 15 years
old and has many other concerns that are
being addressed. The reservoir has been
covered and alarmed, metering is being
addressed, as well as a lot of distribution
work which will be accomplished over the

next five years.

The new
electronic metering
system will allow
for home meters to
be read remotely so
as not to
inconvenience the
homeowners of
Lawrence with
appointments and
estimated charges.
It will also improve

accuracy which will increase municipal
revenues and allow for electronic billing.

This project was designed and built by
Camp, Dresser and McKee, who are in the
top 20 engineering firms in the United States.

Headquartered in Cambridge,
Massachusetts, they brought over 50 years
of water treatment experience to the project
and it showed. They were not only the most
preferred in design but finished first in
pricing as well, which made them an easy
choice to be the project team.

Another benefit to the low-profile design
on Water Street is that it maximized the
waterfront site. This will allow for a future
park with either active or passive recreation
on the north side of the city. Tower Hill and
lower Tower Hill residents could really use
another park and the Merrimack River makes
for a beautiful setting. Yes, this new water
treatment facility and water front park is just
another example of how Lawrence is on the
move!
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TOM DUGGAN'S NOTEBOOK
Lawrence

You can’t make this stuff up!

Merrimack Valley School
of Hair Design

315 East Haverhill Street  •  Lawrence, MA

IS PROUD TO ANNOUNCE OUR

BARBER PROGRAM

www.mvshd.net   •   978-688-1133

SIGN UP NOW

across from Parthum School  •  just look for the purple awning

BECOME A STATE LICENSED BARBER
1000 HOUR COURSE  •  8 MONTHS

����������������������

A PROSPEROUS CAREER
IN BARBERING IS NOW OFFERED

IN THE MERRIMACK VALLEY
����������������������

check out our new web site

COSMETOLOGY PROGRAM
Day and Evening Classes Available  �  1,000 Hour Course

DEVELOP THE REAL YOU
High Demand Job Market  �  Financially Rewarding Career

Footnotes from

Please Call 1-800-865-1534

Full Time - Part TimeFull Time - Part TimeFull Time - Part TimeFull Time - Part TimeFull Time - Part Time
- Generous Commission- Generous Commission- Generous Commission- Generous Commission- Generous Commission

JOB OPPORTUNITIES

Seeking Sales Reps for
Gr. Lawrence Area

Patriot Lubrication
Industrial Lubricant Distributor

Don Stewart on the
Rebound

Former North Andover Selectman Don
Stewart may have been defeated last March
after 18 years on the board, but Stewart is
already rebounding back onto the political
scene. Stewart is expecting to announce his
candidacy for School Committee on
Friday, September 22nd, at the Stevens
Estate. Invitations for the event say
that it is an appreciation party for
Stewart’s years of public service,
but insiders say Stewart will
announce that evening that
he will run for the seat being
vacated by embattled School
Committee Chairman Al Perry.

Perry, who advocated a
trash fee scheme to pay for
additional school funding, has also been
one of the most outspoken proponents for
Proposition 2 1/2 overrides for the schools
in past years. Stewart, on the other hand,
has been an opponent of overrides and
opposed the trash fees.

Look for the TUFF group and the so-
called “school advocates” to freak out
beyond rational thought (not too
uncommon with that group). It will be fun
to watch them scramble for a candidate with
good name recognition and high positives
to oppose Stewart. Could TUFF’s perennial
candidate Diane Huster be pressed into
service once again? Probably not - she
doesn’t meet the second requirement.

This campaign is sure to get ugly right
out of the gate ... and the election isn’t until
next March! For updates, visit The Valley
Patriot Web site (www.valleypatriot.com),
and to express your opinion, visit the new

North Andover Bulletin Board at
www.northandover.org.

Blanchette’s Cell Phone:
Do As I Say, Not As I Do

Lawrence City Council President Patrick
Blanchette has been so up tight lately that

he has started to come unraveled at public
meetings. Blanchette has been heard on
numerous occasions taking cheap shots

at members of the audience during
meetings and always finds a way
to work in petty personal
comments while everyone else
is trying to do city business.

Blanchette, who has a large
sign warning people to turn off

cell phones and pagers during
meetings,  is routinely seen checking
his own pager and cell phone,

reading and sending text messages during
meetings, sometimes while in the middle of
a
presentation.
K n o w i n g
Patrick would
deny this if I
tried to call
him on it (not
exactly the
most honest
politician on
the council), I
sent him a text
m e s s a g e
during last
month’s housing meeting to see if he would
interrupt a council meeting yet again for his
personal business.

Lo and behold! Blanchette, in the middle
of making a speech, stopped, excused

Former Lawrence City Councilor
Mark LaPlante grimaces in pain
after bearing the torture of sitting
through hours of Lawrence city
councilors making speeches and
giving history lessons. LaPlante is
a member of the Lawrence
Redevelopment authority.

himself, looked down at his cell phone and
without realizing how dumb he would
sound, announced to the world, “Tommy
Duggan is text messaging me - sorry Tommy,
I have to shut you off.” Funny thing is, his
phone was already supposed to be off. I
guess Blanchette’s rules apply to everyone
else but him.

Speaking of Blanchette:
Favors for Blanchette?

Council President Blanchette has applied
for two separate positions with the city of
Lawrence Workforce Investment Board.
Blanchette applied for adult workforce
development manager and youth
development manager. But when the
Workforce Board submitted a list of
candidate finalists for each position,
Blanchette’s name was not on it.

After Blanchette went storming into the
mayor’s office to find out why his name was

not floated to
the top of the
list (He IS,
after all, the
c o u n c i l
p r e s i d e n t
who is
holding up
the mayor’s
b u d g e t . ) ,
Blanchette’s
name was
miraculously

reinserted on the list of finalists for one of
those positions.  Since then, Blanchette has
been harassing Mayor Sullivan and his ad-
ministration, interfering with personnel mat-
ters, bullying department heads (demanding
firings) and violating the separation of
powers spelled out in the city charter.

Speaking of Petty...
I Mean Perry....

North Andover School
Committee Chairman Al Perry
recently told us at The Valley
Patriot that he is refusing to call
fellow board member Dr.
Charles Ormsby “doctor”
any more. Perry says that
Ormsby doesn’t have a doctorate in
education and using the title before
Ormsby’s name gives educators the wrong
impression. “It’s really kind of misleading,”
Perry said. The outgoing School Committee
chairman has spent a great deal of time
calling Ormsby names lately, trying the best
he can to damage his adversary in his final
months in office. For his part, Ormsby said,

“If I had a doctorate in education, I wouldn’t
use Doctor in front of my name because I
would be embarrassed and ashamed. A
doctorate in education is meaningless. I
would be insulted if people thought I had a
doctorate in education.”  Looks like Dr.
Chuck won’t be losing any sleep over
Perry’s pettiness, but it does show how
juvenile Mr. Perry (who has no doctorate in
anything) has become since Dr. Chuck
refused to lie to the taxpayers and opposed
Perry’s fantasy that 28 teachers would be
laid off if the town didn’t pass a trash fee.
For the record, the town voters opposed
those fees and 28 teachers have not been
laid off.

No, No, Don’t Take My
Picture!

Methuen Mayor Billy Manzi, never one
to shy away from a camera for any reason,
avoided our photographer recently at Bob
Andrew’s fundraiser for state repre-
sentative while Lt. Governor Kerry Healey
and Essex County Sheriff Frank Cousins
were endorsing the Methuen Republican.

Manzi, known to be hostile towards
Republicans, said, “I’m not here as a
supporter, I said at the beginning of
this campaign that I was going to
attend everyone’s fundraiser, but I’m

not taking sides. I have attended everyone
else’s event and it is only right that I come
to Bob’s.” Manzi did pose for one picture
with Andrew (page 16), but begged us not
to publish it. Insiders on the Manzi
bandwagon say that Manzi is supporting
Linda Dean Campbell. Manzi, however,
denies this despite the fact that his own

Sign on Door of City Council Chambers
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Family of Disabled 6 Year Old Closer to Getting a New Home

Farrah Funeral Home
Phone: (978) 682-4060   Fax: (978) 682-3234

Locally Owned and Family OperatedLocally Owned and Family OperatedLocally Owned and Family OperatedLocally Owned and Family OperatedLocally Owned and Family Operated

Across from our Old Location

133 Lawrence St. Lawrence, MA 01841

Louis Farrah, II
David Moynihan

(Manager)

Greg and Wyria Berroa are one step closer to purchasing
the vacant lot across the street from their Bromfield Street
home, where they have dreamed of building a home with
wheelchair ramps for their disabled son, Rodrigo.

The Berroas have been trying to purchase the lot for
more then two years, following it through land court and
meeting with city officials since 2004.

Last month the Housing Committee of the Lawrence City
Council postponed declaring the city-owned lot as “surplus
property” when councilor Nilka Alvarez (chairman of the
committee) advocated building a park on the property.
According to the minutes of the meeting, Councilor Alvarez
attacked Councilor Grisel Silva, accusing her of making a
“done deal” with the Berroa family, and held up the property
while making speeches about the need for parks in the
Bromfield Street area.

Alvarez canceled the next regularly scheduled Housing
Committee meeting, delaying the issue yet another two
weeks, because the video cameras were not working in
council chambers. She then went on a local radio program
to deny she accused Councilor Silva of making back room
deals for the Bromfield Street property (despite the fact
that the official council records show that she did) and
attacking the media, saying she never tried to obstruct the
Berroas from purchasing the property.

Last week, the Berroa family sat with their six-year-old
disabled son, Rodrigo, as the Housing Committee met again
to discuss the issue. Councilor Patrick Blanchette said that,

“despite what has been reported in the media,” the housing
committee did not have to declare the land “surplus
property” before discussing possible uses of the land. He
then went on to deny he and other councilors were engaged
in dirty politics in delaying the issue for more than four
weeks.

After speaking about possible uses of the property,
however, Blanchette changed his tune minutes later when
Councilor Silva, who sat in the audience with the family
throughout the meeting, got up to speak on behalf of the
Berroa family. That’s when Blanchette said it was an
inappropriate time to discuss the possible bidders on the
property since the land had not yet been voted on as
surplus.

When the speech making and political grandstanding
were finally over, the Housing Committee voted
unanimously to declare the vacant lot as “surplus property,”
prompting applause and cheering from the Berroa family.

“We are so happy,” Wyria said after the meeting.

“There is still a long way to go, but now we are one step
closer to building a home for Rodrigo,” Greg added.

Lawrence Mayor Michael Sullivan said that his office is
working on ways to grant the Berroas the property for a
dollar as a hardship issue. “We are going to do everything
we can in my office to help the Berroas achieve their dream
of building a home for Rodrigo,” Sullivan said. “But the
City Council still has to approve whatever we do here, so
there are still no guarantees.

Wyra and Greg Berroa with their two
children, Rodrigo and Lorenzo.

consultant has been conducting phone polls for the
former councilor.

So, Does the Trib Have a Desk in the
Chief’s Office?

Lawrence Police Chief John Romero may not return
phone calls from The Valley Patriot, but when it comes
to sucking up to the Eagle~Tribune Romero has brought
brown nosing to a new height ... even higher than
Methuen Mayor Billy Manzi! Reporters for the Trib are
seen coming and going from the chief’s Lowell St. office
so often these days that some people are starting to
wonder if the Trib actually has a bureau desk in the
chief’s office.

Merrimack Valley Credit Union
Solicits in City Hall

The Lawrence Firefighters Federal Credit Union is the
official credit union for all city employees in Lawrence.
Yet, somehow The Merrimack Valley Credit Union has
managed to reserve City Council Chambers at City Hall
to hold an event (during business hours) for the purpose
of soliciting new memberships. I was always under the
impression that soliciting in City Hall was illegal, and
I’ve always been under the impression that City Council
chambers were for city business only, not for a private
business to peddle its services. Not only is this a slap in
the face to the Lawrence Firefighters Federal Credit
Union, but to the taxpayers of the city of Lawrence who
expect that City Hall will not be used for pimping private
businesses.

Friends of the N. Andover Seinor
Center Presents the 2nd Annual

MATTER OF TASTE!
WWWWWine ine ine ine ine TTTTTasting basting basting basting basting by Ry Ry Ry Ry Red Oak ed Oak ed Oak ed Oak ed Oak WWWWWinerinerinerinerineryyyyy,,,,,

Middleton, MAMiddleton, MAMiddleton, MAMiddleton, MAMiddleton, MA

Taste of North Andover - features thes elocal
restaurants: Casa BLanca Mexican Family
Restaurant, China Blossom, Baystate CHowda
HOuse, Joe Fish Seafood, Fuddruckers, Lenzi’s
Catering, The Loft, Mango Grill, Panera Bread, and
the Original Val’s

Silent Auction & Raffles - Many Items to Please
ALL Tastes!

For More Information Contact Sarah Dunlap at
(978) 683-0737

Tuesday, September 19th
6:30pm - 9pm

Stevens Estate at
Osgood Hill

Tickets: $40

Correction...Kind of
Last month we ran a point - counter point feature with

Dracut School Committeeman D.J. Deeb opposing Israel
and Richard Landes supporting Israel. Mr. Deeb took
exception to us referring to his position as “D.J. Deeb
Defends Terror Group Hamas.” Mr. Landes also took
exception to our titling his column as “Local Social
Studies Teacher has Anti-Semitic World View.”
As is the practice in most newspaper editorial rooms, it
is the privilege of the editors to write the headlines and
titles for columns and features.

While Mr. Landes did not write the title above his
column, he did spell out in very clear terms that he
believed Deeb was anti-Semitic without using that exact
term. We at The Valley Patriot believe in calling things
the way they are and not caving in to political correctness
by shying away from controversial language or
descriptive words that apply.

While we do not feel Mr. Deeb is overtly anti-Semitic,
we believe that encapsulating Mr. Landes’ column with
the headline “Local Social Studies Teacher has
Anti-Semitic World View” accurately represented
what he wrote. As for our assertion that Mr. Deeb was
“pro Hamas,” he certainly used the same arguments and
talking points of the terror group in his column. However,
I want to apologize to Mr. Deeb for characterizing his
position as “pro Hamas,” since he has never publicly
supported the terror group and has some differences
with its position when it comes to Israel.
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Alicia, My StoryAlicia, My StoryAlicia, My StoryAlicia, My StoryAlicia, My Story
Book Keepers Corner

Dr. Charles Ormsby

Barbara Peary, M.Ed.
RAISE ‘EM RIGHT ™

“Invading Seven Year Old’s Privacy”

Kids & Education

Please send questions to RAISE ‘EM
RIGHT™, P.O. Box 831, Carlisle, MA
01741 or e-mail to
RAISEEMRIGHT@aol.com.

LAWRENCE - From biotech firms and
banks to real estate offices and universities,
many different types of businesses in the
Merrimack Valley are happy to be filling
their entry-level clerical positions with
students from Notre Dame High School
(NDHS) in Lawrence.  Twenty companies
partnered with NDHS in their first year-2004-
2005.  Forty-eight are now reaping the
benefits of being a part of the school’s
Corporate Internship Program.

NDHS, a member of the Cristo Rey
network of schools, provides a quality,
college preparatory education to students
with limited financial means.  Students
attend classes four extended days a week
and work one day a week, with a team of
four students sharing a full time job for the
academic year.  The businesses reimburse
the school $21,500 per position filled.  By
participating in the program, NDHS
students earn roughly 70% of their tuition.

The school’s employment partners realize
an average cost savings of $5-10,000 per

position, since they do not pay benefits or
taxes and have reliable, motivated workers.
The school transports the students to and
from work, which resulted in a 98%
attendance rate the first two years.
Companies typically see a significant
reduction in turnover at the entry level and
realize many other benefits from employing
NDHS students, including increases in
overall employee morale and enhancement
of their companies’ perception as
community leaders.

Jay Robie, Director of the Corporate
Internship Program (CIP), notes that the
entire process is streamlined for the school’s
corporate partners.

“We find that our employment partners,
in addition to benefiting from a sound
business decision, are happy to play a role
in educating and shaping their future
workforce and potential customers.”  For
more information about the CIP, contact Mr.
Robie at 978-689-8222, ext.11, or
jrobie@ndhslaw.org.

These Teenagers are Good for
the Bottom Line

Her story begins in Buczacz, Poland in
1938. Alicia was 8 years old and was one of
18,000 Jewish
residents. While anti-
Semitism was on the
rise, no one could
have predicted the
hellish future it
foretold for Alicia, her
family, and the Jewish
community.

In September of
1939, after Stalin
signed a “peace”
treaty with Hitler,
Soviet troops attacked
Eastern Poland and
occupied Buczacz.
Soon thereafter,
Alicia’s father, who
owned a fabric
business, was brand-
ed a capitalist and
stripped of his life’s
work.

Economic hardship
under Soviet rule
might have been
bearable, but it merely
foreshadowed the hell that was about to
break loose. Over the next several years
Alicia would see her entire family murdered.

First to die was her oldest brother,
Moshe, who perished after several months
in a Russian prison.

Then, Hitler broke the treaty with Stalin
and the Germans replaced the Soviets as
the rulers of Eastern Poland. As painful as
life was under the Russians, the Nazis
represented pure evil.

Shortly after the Germans took control,
they required all men between the ages of
18 and 50 to report to the local police station
to register. Alicia’s father complied and never
returned. The Germans demanded ransom
from the families for the return of those

“detained.” Alicia’s mother responded by
giving all of her jewelry and savings to the

Germans, but to no
avail. The German SS
had already slaughter-
ed Alicia’s father and
600 other prominent
Jewish leaders.

In all, Alicia lost four
brothers and both
parents … all
murdered. Her mother
was killed very late in
the war by a bullet from
a German SS officer
fired at nearly point-
blank range and meant
for Alicia. Alicia’s
mother had jumped in
front of her at the last
minute and died
immediately. The SS
officer then leveled his
pistol at Alicia, but his
gun wouldn’t fire … it
was empty. Why he
didn’t reload or why
another SS officer
didn’t kill her, she
doesn’t know.

The story of Alicia’s fight for life against
immense odds is both traumatic and
inspiring.

From her home to the Jewish ghetto, to
being kidnapped and escaping from a cattle
car on the way to a “work” camp, to begging
for food and hiding in barns, to witnessing
her mother’s sacrifice, the survival of Alicia
Jurman should be required reading by all
those who have difficulty understanding
the evils of totalitarianism.

“Alicia, My Story,” by Alicia
Appleman-Jurman, is published by
Bantam Books, (c) 1988 by Alice A.
Appleman.

My seven year old
daughter is an only child.
We promote a lot of play
dates, extra-curricular
activities, and day camps
to help her develop social
skills and friendships.
Lately, when she goes to
a friend’s home, she is
sneaking personal
belongings out, items such as pocketbooks,
hair accessories, and CDs. We encourage
her to share, yet we want to know what she
is taking out of the house so that when she
comes home she has all of her belongings.
She feels that we are invading her privacy,
but we just want to know what she is
taking with her. How do we avoid the
arguments?

 Children today - especially girls - are into
trading and borrowing clothes, CDs, etc.
with one another more than they did in the
past. Many times the so-called “borrowed”
items are never returned to their original
owner. Another concern is that sometimes
there is peer pressure to lend things or give
things away when the child does not really
want to comply.

 You need to sit down with her and explain
that while she lives in your house you are
in charge of her, her whereabouts, and her
stuff. (In fact, her stuff is not really “her
stuff” because you have paid for the
majority of it.) Therefore, you do have the
final say in what leaves your home and in
what is given away or lent to others. You
also have the right to go into her room.
Instead of discussing it with her or arguing,
warn your daughter that there will be
consequences if this sneaky behavior
continues. If items leave the house without
your permission and you find out, she will
be disciplined. A logical consequence would
be that the next time she is invited by a
playmate, she will not be permitted to go.
Even more effective should be letting your
seven year old know that if something leaves
the house without your knowledge and is
not returned - a special hair clip or a fancy

sweater perhaps - you will
not go chasing after them.
Instead, when you find an
item missing, your daughter
will have to use her own
money to replace it.

My three and a half year
old sometimes lets go of my
hand when I am trying to
get him out of our van with

all of his gear for preschool.

When this occurs, I am parked on a
narrow street in front of the school which
only has school traffic going by, but I am
still concerned. The other day one of his
preschool teachers happened to see him
try to move away from me, while I was still
unloading his things. I thought about
asking him to talk with my son also,
thinking this may help. Do you think he
would mind?

Do not feel funny about asking your
child’s teacher to reinforce safety concepts
with him.

I am sure this topic is covered by all the
staff members repeatedly throughout the
school year. They would talk about the issue
in terms of holding hands in the hallways,
on the sidewalks, and when crossing streets.
Sometimes a teacher saying it to your child
directly will carry additional weight because
children see teachers as authority figures.

They are comfortable with the teachers
telling them what to do in many settings
within the school day. It certainly would be
worth a try.

When do teeth begin to appear in
infants?

 Teeth usually begin to erupt through the
baby’s gums at about the fifth or sixth month.
Generally, by about age two all twenty baby
teeth (called primary teeth) are present.

For breaking daily news
and updates visit

www.valleypatriot.com

Bider Music
Open: Mon-Sat, 10am - 6pm

Sunday, 12-5pm

33 S. Broadway, Lawrence (978) 681-1840

* Lessons
     *Repairs
        * Rentals

Guitars, Banjos, Amplifiers,
 PA Systems, Mandolins,
Drum Sets, Full Line of

Percussion

for a complete selection of musical
equipment and accessories

Discount Prices SINCE 1978!


